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An ambitious leap caught in ambiguity



Three claims: 

City caught between “old” and “new” model of governance with the 
result that significant ambiguity emerges and is still lingering 

Efforts to evolve the governance of the project do not fully 
appreciate the demands of the new model, in particular the new 
need for ”articulated design capacity”, partly because cultures and 
mindsets are stuck in the old model 

This has created a legitimacy gap: old source of legitimacy gone, 
new source not yet established



Two suggestions: 

The immediate suggestion: need for an increased focus on 
”articulated design capacity” 

The broader suggestion: the need for more effective institutionalised 
learning, to prevent ambiguities to linger for as long as  have (eg, 
Mistra in 2009, Independent Transidsciplinary Board, Fusion Point)
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Political developments



New context, old structures and cultures



The latent ambitions: to retain political influence in 
a more complex and diverse world 

Two long-term trends: 

From zooning to mixed use - greater need to coordinate 

From a stable corporatist political model to politcal fragmentation - 
old tools for coordination undermined 



Key problem: ensuring coordination and drive in a 
fragmented system



The deeper shift/ 1: the old model



The deeper shift 2: the new model



The deeper shift 3: a new role of steering documents

“Giving legal legitimacy to 
prior consensus”

“Identifying areas of possible 
political convergence”
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Key institutional developments: RiverCity Project



New context, old structures and cultures


